We develop methods needed to perform loop calculations in light cone perturbation theory using a helicity basis, refining the method introduced in our earlier work. In particular this includes implementing a consistent way to contract the four-dimensional tensor structures from the helicity vectors with d-dimensional tensors arising from loop integrals, in a way that can be fully automatized. We demonstrate this explicitly by calculating the one-loop correction to the virtual photon to quarkantiquark dipole light cone wave function. This allows us to calculate the deep inelastic scattering cross section in the dipole formalism to next-to-leading order accuracy. Our results, obtained using the four dimensional helicity scheme, agree with the recent calculation by Beuf using conventional dimensional regularization, confirming the regularization scheme independence of this cross section.
I. INTRODUCTION
Light cone perturbation theory (LCPT), the Hamiltonian formulation of field theory on the light front [1] [2] [3] [4] is a widely used calculational tool in particle and hadronic physics. Its added calculational complexity compared to covariant perturbation theory is balanced by several advantages in the description of bound states or other multiparton systems. The light cone wave functions (LCWF's) and operators have a simpler behavior under transverse Lorentz boosts than covariant ones. The perturbative expansion is organized in terms of a Fock state expansions involving only physical degrees of freedom with definite helicities. This gives a natural physical interpretation for the factorization of scattering processes into the properties of the incoming and outgoing hadronic states on one hand, and the short distance partonic scatterings between elementary constituents on the other.
Modern hadronic and nuclear scattering experiments probe QCD with increasing accuracy in the high energy or small-x regime. Here the large available phase space for gluon radiation enables the generation of a dense system of gluons with nonperturbatively large gluon fields. One the other hand, balancing the complication arising from the nonlinear dynamics of the gluons, the high collision energy simplifies the treatment of the scattering by allowing an eikonal approximation for the interactions of individual partons with the color field. Typically this situation is described using the effective theory of QCD known as the Color Glass Condensate (CGC) [5] . In this picture, the scattering of a dilute probe off the dense color field is factorized into the partonic structure of the "simple" probe (virtual photon, or an individual quark or gluon in the case of forward rapidities in proton-nucleus collisions), and the eikonal scattering of the partons of the probe with the target color field. This allows for a treatment that includes nonlinear interactions in the dense target color field to all orders, while the simple probe can be treated exactly. This picture is advantageous in particular for understanding exclusive processes. Light cone perturbation theory is the method of choice for understanding the structure of the probe.
In order to develop a more quantitative description of several scattering processes in the high energy limit, CGC calculations have recently been advancing to next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy for several different processes. The NLO corrections to the small-x evolution equations (in particular the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) equation [6] [7] [8] ) have been derived and the required resummations of collinear logarithms studied in several papers [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . There have been several caluclations of single [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and double [26] inclusive parton production at forward rapidity in high energy proton-nucleus collisions. In the context of deep inelastic scattering, both inclusive [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and exclusive [32] [33] [34] processes have been studied at the NLO order.
Our present paper is a follow-up of our recent work [35] , where we introduced the idea of performing loop calculations in LCPT using a helicity basis for the elementary vertices. In this paper we will present a better formulation of the calculational scheme introduced in [35] , correcting a partially incorrect formulation used in that paper. As a demonstration, we will calculate the one-loop correction to the virtual photon to quark-antiquark dipole light cone wave function. We will then use this to derive the NLO cross section for inclusive DIS in the dipole factorization picture. We perform the calculation using the four-dimensional helicity (FDH) scheme, where polarization sums are calculated in four dimensions, and ultraviolet divergences are regularized by performing momentum integrals in d dimensions. Our results recover the ones obtained in [29, 30] after a lengthy manual calculation, in what we would argue to be a more systematical and economical way. Also, although intermediate results are different in the FDH scheme used here and the conventional dimensional regularization (CDR) used in [29, 30] , we see that these scheme arXiv:1711.08207v2 [hep-ph] 1 Jun 2018 dependent terms cancel in the final result. As a separate small difference to the calculation in [29, 30] , we implement the cancellation between UV divergences in the real and virtual corrections to the cross section by adding and subtracting a slightly different subtraction term, leading to a numerically smoother expression for the cross section. We verify both analytically and numerically that our results are equivalent to those in [29, 30] .
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We will first discuss the technical aspects of the calculation in Sec. II, concentrating on the differences compared to our earlier work [35] . We then recall how one calculates cross sections by combining eikonal interactions with a color field target with light cone wave functions in Sec. III. After briefly rederiving the leading order virtual photon wave functions in Sec. IV we calculate the corresponding one-loop corrections in Sec. V. After calculating also the real corrections, i.e. the wave functions for gluon emission from the dipole, in Sec. VI we combine our results into the NLO DIS cross sextion in Sec. VII, before concluding in Sec. VIII. Technical details of the calculation have been spelled out in the Appendices.
II. HIGHER ORDER LCPT COMPUTATIONS
The purpose of this paper is to develop and demonstrate techniques for the perturbative calculation of light cone wave functions. These are formed from interaction vertices, where spatial momentum ( p = (p + , p)) is conserved but light cone energy p − is not, and energy denominators which depend on the energy differences between intermediate states. In loop diagrams, the spatial momentum circulating in the loop must be integrated over. In these momentum integrals we encounter p + → 0 divergences, p → 0 divergences and ultraviolet (UV) divergences (p → ∞). Combinations of the first two divergences encode soft, collinear and spurious gauge divergences. All of these divergences have very different physical interpretations, and it makes therefore sense to reguralize them all by different means. In particular we will regularize, if needed, the soft divergence with a cutoff, and regulate the UV divergences by integrating over the transverse momenta in 2 − 2ε dimensions. The basic normalizations, notations etc are explained in much more detail in Ref. [35] , and we will here concentrate only on the differences with respect to the formulation used there. We first discuss the different flavors of dimensional regularization in Sec. II A, and the required modifications to the formulation of the elementary vertices compared to the explicitly 2-dimensional one used in [35] in Sec. II B. We will then, as an explicit demostration, calculate two helicity sums appearing in the calculation of the NLO DIS impact factor in Sec. II C, and briefly write down the instantaneous vertices needed in our calculation in Sec. II D.
A. Dimensional regularization schemes in gauge field theories
In the evaluation of loop and phase space momentum integrals one encounters divergences which have to be properly regularized. In gauge field theories a satisfactory regulator has to respect gauge invariance and unitarity which requires that one treats the momenta and helicities equally. For practical computations, the only choice is a form of dimensional regularization.
For the discussion of different versions of dimensional regularization schemes it is useful to define unobserved and observed particles. Unobserved particles are either virtual ones which circulate in internal loops or particles which are external but soft or collinear with other external particles. All the rest are observed particles. The common feature in all dimensional regularization schemes is the continuation of the momenta of the unobserved particles into d = 4. Once this is done, there is still some freedom regarding the dimensionality of the momenta of the observed particles as well as the treatment of polarization vectors (or helicities) of the unobserved and observed particles. Thus, one can define a set of different versions of dimensional regularization schemes:
• The conventional dimensional regularization (CDR) scheme [36] , in which both observed and unobserved polarization vectors and momenta are continued to d dimension (i.e. all gluons have d − 2 helicity states).
• The 't Hooft-Veltman (HV) scheme [37] , in which the unobserved particle momenta and polarization vectors are continued to d dimensions (i.e. unobserved gluons have d − 2 helicity states), but the momenta and polarization vectors of observed particles are kept in four dimensions (i.e. observed gluons have 2 helicity states)
• The dimensional reduction (DR) scheme [38] , in which the momenta of unobserved particles are continued to d < 4 dimensions, but polarization vectors of unobserved and observed particles are kept in four dimensions (i.e. all gluons have 2 helicity states).
• The four dimensional helicity (FDH) scheme [39, 40] , in which the momenta of unobserved particles is continued to d > 4 dimensions, and all observed particles are kept in four dimensions (i.e. observed gluons have 2 helicity states). All unobserved internal states are treated as d s -dimensional, where Any factor of dimension arising from the numerator Lorentz and Dirac algebra should be labeled as d s , and should be distinct from the dimension d. Once the spin and tensor algebra is done one analytically continues the result to d < 4 and takes the limit d s → 4 for the spins of the internal particles.
Typically the dimensionality is parametrized as d = 4 − 2ε. We will also use the notation d ⊥ ≡ d − 2 = 2 − 2ε for the number of transverse dimensions in light cone coordinates. Within the DR and FDH schemes one can still choose the momentum of observed particles to be either d-dimensional or 4-dimensional. At one-loop order, however, these choices lead to difference of O(ε) and thus one can set the observed particles momenta to be 4-dimensional.
The question of which regularization scheme is most efficient for a given calculation is of course very subjective. We would like to argue in this paper that for one-loop LCPT calculations the helicity basis supplemented with the FDH regularization scheme is in fact the most efficient one. However, as we will show below, the helicity basis approach can also be combined with other dimensional regularization scheme choices, and in particular with the CDR scheme. Our overall motivation for using the FDH scheme is the following. The one-loop results for physical observables arise from a product of a one-loop tensorial loop integral and another tensor from the spin/helicity structure of the vertices. The resulting contributions can be classified into three kinds of terms. The most divergent part is obtained by taking the divergent 1/ε-term from the integral, and evaluating the helicity structure in 4 spacetime dimensions. This part has no scheme dependence. The scheme dependent finite part comes from taking a ∼ ε term from the helicity structure and multiplying it by the 1/ε-term from the loop integral. The scheme independent finite part, on the other hand, involves the finite part of the integral and a helicity structure which can, at one-loop accuracy, be evaluated in d s = 4 dimensions. Out of these three, the scheme independent finite part is by far the most complicated one, because in many cases the tensorial structure in the finite part of the loop integral is much more complicated than in the pole part. Thus being able to calculate the finite scheme independent part as efficiently as possible is a priority.
Our strategy is to write the elementary vertices of the theory in a way which, in 4 dimensions, has a very practical structure in terms of the helicities of the particles. These structures are, when the helicities are evaluated in 4 dimensions, written in terms of Levi-Civita tensors in 2 transverse dimensions. This leads to a very easy way to calculate the most complicated scheme independent finite part. The price to pay, however, is that calculating the scheme dependent ε/ε-part becomes more complicated, because to evaluate the helicity sums accurately up to order ε the Levi-Civita structure cannot be used any more. In stead, one must carefully evaluate contractions involving both d s -dimensional structures from the spin sums and d-dimensional ones from the loop integrals. Here, however, one is dealing with the simpler tensorial structure of the 1/ε-part of the loop integral, and this represents a relatively small part of the calculation.
B. Decomposition of quark vertices
Let us first consider the simplest light cone vertex shown in Fig. 1 (left) , where a gluon with momentum k and helicity h is emitted from a quark with momentum p and helicity h. For simplicity of notation we denote the two quark spin states with spin ±1/2 by h = ±1, i.e. the actual helicity of the quark is h/2. As discussed in [35] , we denote this vertex 1 as
p, λ, a k, h, α; k Using the Dirac equation satisfied by the spinors, 3-momentum conservation p = p + k and some Dirac algebra (see Appendix A for the details), the tensoral structure of matrix element in Eq. (1) can be decomposed to the symmetric and antisymmetric parts as
Here we have expressed the vertex in terms of the momentum fraction z = k + /p + , 0 ≤ z ≤ 1 and the center-of-mass transverse momentum q = k − zp. The first matrix element is simplē
The antisymmetric matrix elementū
, on the other hand, can only be calculated simply in exactly four dimensions by relating it to the helicity operator. For the loop computations we also encounter it in situations where the indices i, j have to be contracted with d ⊥ -dimensional Kronecker deltas arising from d ⊥ -dimensional tensorial transverse momentum integrals. For performing the numerator algebra in these cases we introduce for it a more general notation
In exactly d ⊥ = 2 transverse dimensions this simplifies (see Appendix A) to
However, when the helicity sums (numerators of loop diagrams) are needed to order we need to remember the full definition (4). A similar procedure can be carried out for the gluon absorption vertex, for antiquarks and for quarkantiquark pair creation and annihilation vertices. Let us simply collect the results here, in every case parametrizing the longitudinal momentum with a splitting momentum fraction 0 ≤ z ≤ 1:
• Gluon emission from quark Fig. 1 (left), with momentum conservation p = p + k, z = k + /p + and q = k − zp:
with
• Gluon absorbtion by quark Fig. 1 (right), with momentum conservation p = p + k, z = k + /p + and q = k − zp:
• Gluon emission from antiquark with momentum p, with momentum conservation p = p + k, z = k + /p + and q = k − zp:
• Gluon absorption into antiquark, with momentum conservation p = p + k, z = k + /p + and q = k − zp:
• Gluon with momentum p splitting into quark with momentum k and antiquark, Fig. 2 , with momentum con-
• Quark with momentum k and antiquark annihilating to gluon with momentum p, Fig. 2 , with momentum conservation p = p + k, z = k + /p + and q = k − zp:
C. Evaluating helicity sums
The value of a diagram in the perturbative expansion of light cone wave functions is obtained by multiplying the factors for the vertices, integrating over internal momenta in loops and summing over the helicities of internal particles. Let us demonstrate how this procedure works in terms of the quark vertices introduced above with two concrete examples that will be needed in the calculation of the virtual photon wave function.
First, let us look at a quark propagator correction diagram such as the one shown in Fig. 8 . The loop part involves the product of the gluon emission vertex (6) and the absorption of the same gluon (8) , summed over the helicities of the quark and gluon inside the loop
The integrand in the transverse momentum integral is proportional to q i q j , thus the value of the dimensionally regulated integral is proportional to a (d − 2)-dimensional Kronecker delta δ ij (d) . The vertices are proportional to (d s − 2)-dimensional gluon polarization vectors, and summing over the helicity states of the gluon yields
We are then tasked with evaluating the expression
Now in principle, to correctly evaluate this for arbitrary d s > d > 4, we need to use the definitions (7) and (9) and carefully perform the Dirac matrix algebra. This we will do in detail for the more complicated case of Eq. (26) below. However, let us here evaluate the sum (20) with a simple, but less general trick that yields the same result. In this case the most complicated structure appearing is the product of two antisymmetric tensors, not more. In fact, in such a case we can formally express the antisymmetric vertex structure in terms of a "
. In general such an object does of course not exist, but here it can be given an explicit meaning in terms of perfectly well-defined (d s − 2)-dimensional Kronecker deltas using the Fierz identity
When there are more than two Levi-Civita tensors, there would be several inequivalent ways to get rid of them using the Fierz identity. Thus the trick we are now describing cannot be used in these more complicated cases.
To now evaluate the helicity sum (20) we first use the fact that for massless quarks helicity is conserved at the emission vertex and thus the sum over the intermediate quark helicity h is trivial. This gives, promoting the 4-dimensional expressions for the antisymmetric tensors in Eqs. (7) and (9) into d s -dimensional ones,
We then get rid of the Levi-Civita-tensors using the Fierz identity (21) to get
where one must remember that
and that h 2 = 1 in our convention. This yields the correct result for both the FDH (taking d s = 4, d = 4 − 2ε) and for the CDR schemes (taking d s = d = 4 − 2ε). The result (23) appears in perfectly conventional QCD calculations of the q → qg splitting function in dimensional regularization. One could speculate about a physical interpretation for the two terms, independent of d s and proportional to d s − 3. The first one results from the part of the vertex that is independent of helicity, and therefore does not depend on the number of helicity states. The second term comes from the antisymmetric part of the vertex where the gluon and quark are constrained to have a different helicity, thus it is proportional not to the total number of gluon helicities d s − 2, but to the number of helicities orthogonal to that of the quark, namely d s − 3.
A more complicated example is provided by vertex correction diagrams, such as the one in Fig. 10 . Here (with a trivial simplification of the color structure of the gluon splitting vertex (14) to a virtual photon splitting), one has a structure like
Writing this out in terms of the decompositions (8), (14) and (10) of the vertices into symmetric and antisymmetric parts, one encounters a product of three antisymmetic vertex factors. This structure is then multiplied with a (d s −2)-dimensional Kronecker delta from the sum over the internal gluon helicity σ, but also (d − 2)-dimensional ones from the loop integrals. Now there would be three inequivalent ways to use the Fierz identity (21) to remove two of the three Levi-Civita tensors, and thus we cannot get an unambigous result in the same way as above. Thus we need to use the definitions of the antisymmetric vertex factors, (9), (15) and (11) . In stead of working out the full expression here, let us concentrate on the most difficult part involving a product of three ansisymmetric structures in the vertices. We take as an example one of the kind of terms that arise when evaluating the structure (25) , and calculate
where we have already performed the sum over the helicity σ, yielding a (
, and taken one particular term of the (d − 2)-dimensional tensor integral with indices ikm. Writing this out in terms of the full definitions of the antisymmetric vertex factors (9), (15) and (11) we have
In a massless theory helicity is conserved at the vertex, therefore we know that h = h = −h = −h . However, in order to evaluate this expression we do not use this, but revert to the usual procedure from covariant perturbation theory calculations and transform the sums over intermediate fermion helicities to Dirac matrices. Thus we substitute
to write 
Now remembering that the external momenta and polarization vectors are 2-dimensional, and d s > d > 4 at this stage, it is a straightforward task to evaluate either manually or, most importantly, using a symbolic calculation program:
Here we have identified terms of the type δ
simply as δ lm knowing that both indices l and m are to be contracted with external vectors. Using this result we can write the result in terms of the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the leading order vertex structure as
Setting d = d s here one would obtain the CDR result. It is interesting to note that in the FDH scheme d s = 4 the symmetric δ lm -term vanishes; this is an additional simplification that one gains at the expense of evaluating the algebra in d, d s dimensions. As a consistency check we can go to the limit d = d s = 4:
The same result can be obtained directly by taking the terms in (26) Note that as a calculational operation, the introduction and subsequent removal of the p / happens in the same way in all combinations of emission vertices from fermions. In practice one can keep track of the terms of the calculation by writing out the vertices in terms of the d = 4 notation involving 2-dimensional Levi-Civita tensors. Then, whenever an ambiguity arises as to the meaning of products of the Levi-Civita-tensors, one replaces ij by [γ i , γ j ], orders the vertices following the fermion line, performs contractions of the γ-matrices with d-and d s -dimensional external tensors, expresses the result in terms of [γ i , γ j ] and δ ij and identifies these in terms of the vertex structure of the leading order diagram. This procedure greatly simplifies the appearence of a factorized form for the loop corrections, which appear as multiplicative corrections to the corresponding leading order wave functions.
Note on [35] Let us briefly note the difference between the formulation introduced here and the one used in our earlier work [35] . There we first calculated the (d − 2)-dimensional loop tensorial integrals, which result in a structure that contains (d−2)-dimensional Kronecker deltas. These were then contracted with the
The error in this calculation comes when the resulting polarization vectors were then treated again as (d s − 2)-dimensional ones in order to perform the polarization sums. In fact, contracting with a lower dimensional Kronecker delta projects the polarization vector into a lower dimensional subspace; this was not taken into account in the calculation of [35] . We have checked that with the correct treatment presented in this paper, the power divergences in the longitudinal cutoff α, present in the final result of [35] , cancel.
Let us finally point out an essential technical aspect that enables the correct way to calculate the polarization sums. One has to write all 3-particle vertices in a form where the only dependence on the gluon polarization is in the linear dependence on the polarization vector of each gluon, see e.g. Eq. (6) or Eq. (35) . Then the expression for a given diagram becomes quadratic in the internal gluon polarization vectors, and the polarization sum can be evaluated using Eq. (19) . The resulting (d s − 2)-dimensional Kronecker delta can then be correctly contracted with both (d s − 2)-and (d−2)-dimensional objects. In contrast, writing the elementary vertex (1) in a form like δ h,h δ λ,h + (1 − z)δ λ,−h ε λ ·q as in Ref. [35] , while correct, has an additional dependence on the polarization λ. This results in expressions where summing over the internal polarizations correctly is difficult.
D. Other vertices
In addition, we also have two different type of LC elementary vertices with 3-gluon self interaction: The elementary vertex for 1 → 2 gluon splitting shown in Fig. 3 is given by one can easily derive more general expressions as discussed above, here we present only the ones in d s = 4 dimensions that are needed for our present calculation.
The instantaneous gluon exchange diagram Fig. 4 is given by the following matrix element
which simplifies in d s = 4 to
where the momenta are labeled as in Fig. 4 . The matrix element for γ → qqg via the exchange of an instantaneous quark, diagram Fig. 5 , is given by
which, in d s = 4, can be expressed in the helicity basis as
Similarly, the matrix element for the other instantaneous quark γ → qqg diagram Fig. (6) is given by
which in the helicity basis and d s = 4 reduces to 
III. CALCULATING THE DIS CROSS SECTION FROM LIGHT CONE WAVE FUNCTIONS
We consider a setup where a relativistic projectile moving in the light-cone x + direction scatters on a very dense and highly boosted target moving in the light-cone x − direction. At high energy the target consists of a gluon field, and the scattering can be evaluated using the eikonal approximation in terms of Wilson lines in this field [2, 41] . The total cross section for a virtual photon scattering from a classical gluon field can be obtained by the optical theorem as twice the forward inelastic scattering amplitude. With the appropriate normalization [2] this results in:
The full perturbative Fock state decomposition for the virtual photon in the momentum space with momentum q, virtuality Q, and helicity λ is given by
+ dp dp dk(2π
where |γ * ( q, Q 2 , λ) i is the physical one particle state in the interaction picture and |γ( q, λ) b the corresponding free bare state. Note that the free bare states are defined by creation operators, depending only on the spatial momentum q, operating on the vacuum. Thus the bare state |γ( q, λ) b is independent of Q 2 and on shell, as are all LCPT free states. The full interacting theory state |γ * ( q, Q 2 , λ) i , on the other hand, "knows" that it has a virtuality −Q 2 . This is reflected in the wave functions ψ γ * →qq etc. via the energy denominators that depend on the light cone energy of the initial state 2 . We have ignored electromagnetic contributions (i.e. γ * → ¯ and γ * → ¯ γ, etc) since we are only interested in the order O(α e.m. α s ) NLO correction to the order O(α e.m. ) leading order cross section. The Fock states are defined as
where the operators b † (d † ) create quark q (anti-quarkq) with momentum p ( p ) and helicity h (h ) and the fundamental color index α (β), and similarly a † create gluon g with momentum k, helicity σ and adjoint color index a. The normalization of the operators b, d and a is chosen such that commutation and anti-commutation rules in momentum space satisfy
The renormalization constant Z γ * can be determined from the normalization requirement
However, since all the corrections to the photon wave function are proportional to the electromagnetic coupling, 
where
The mixed space operators satisfy
Since the high energy scattering of the projectile partons off the gluon target is eikonal, the scattering operatorŜ E acts on Fock states by only color rotating each partons by a Wilson line defined along the partons trajectory through the target:
where the fundamental and adjoint Wilson line are respectively defined as the path ordered exponential for a classical gluon target A:
Applying Eq. (48), we can define the amplitudes corresponding to the qq-component and qqg-component of the Fock state decomposition in the mixed space:
where the two and three particle longitudinal phase space factors PS + (2) and PS + (3) , respectively, are defined as The mixed space wave functions ψ are transverse Fourier transforms of the LCWF's:
and
Using the shorthand notation for the different Fock state components the virtual photon state (44) is
with the two last terms on the right-hand side given in mixed space by Eqs. (54) and (55). In this decomposition the photon cross section at NLO accuracy can be written as
Here the qq-component contains the leading order (LO) contribution and the NLO contribution coming from the the one-loop virtual diagrams, and the qqg-component contains the NLO contribution coming from the radiative correction diagrams. We shall now set out to calculate the wave function ψ γ * →qq to one-loop accuracy and ψ γ * →qqg at tree level, and using these results return to the cross section (60) in Sec. VII.
IV. LEADING ORDER WAVE FUNCTION
The leading order γ * →wave functions shown in Fig. 7 are well known, but we will briefly write them down here to set the normalization in our conventions. Following the diagrammatic rules listed in [35] the light cone wave function contributing to the transverse or longitudinal virtual photon splitting into a quark anti-quark dipole is given by
where the LC energy denominator can be cast in the following form
Note that we are working in a frame where the transverse momentum of the photon is zero and thus p = −p ; otherwise the transverse momentum argument p would be replaced by the center of mass momentum p − zq.
A. Transversely polarized virtual photon
In the q = 0 frame the polarization vector for a transversely polarized virtual photon in the LC gauge is given by
Using Eq. (63) the light cone wave function for the transversely polarized virtual photon in Eq. (61) can be expressed in the explicit helicity basis as
with A γ * T λ;h,h defined as for the gluon vertex in (14):
Here we have kept the helicity notation as general as possible. However, for a massless quarks the helicity is conserved in the light cone vertices. This implies that for the γqq-vertex h = −h .
B. Longitudinally polarized virtual photon
Strictly speaking there is no such thing as a longitudinal photon in the spectrum of physical states in the theory. In stead, a longitudinal photon in DIS is a part of an instantaneous interaction vertex with the lepton. However, for calculational purposes we will here leave out the lepton and simply define a longitudinal virtual photon polarization vector, treating the longitudinal photon analogously to the transverse one. The polarization vector for a longitudinally polarized virtual photon in the LC gauge can be expressed as
Thus the light cone wave function for the longitudinally polarized virtual photon in Eq. (61) can be cast in the following form
V. VIRTUAL PHOTON LCWF'S A. Quark self-energy diagrams
The quark self energy diagrams are explicitly proportional to the leading order γ * →vertex, so one does not need to calculate them separately for the different virtual photon polarizations. There are two diagrams that contribute, the ones shown in Figs. 8 and 9. = dk dk dp (2π)
where the Lorentz invariant measure in d dimensions is defined as dk ≡
, and the numerator for the transversersally polarized virtual photon becomes
Correspondingly, the numerator for longitudinally polarized virtual photon in Eq. (69) is obtained by the trivial replacement
In Eq. (70) the vertex for the virtual photon splitting into adipole is given in Eq. (65) 
The phase space measure simplifies to dk dk dp(2π
where k + > 0 and k + > 0, so that 0 < z < z. Performing the helicity sums as described in Sec. II C, and integrating over the loop transverse momentum (with dimensionally regularized integrals given in Appendix B) and the longitudinal momentum, regulating the soft divergence with α < z < z, we obtain
with ε MS = 1/ε − γ E + ln(4π). Similarly for the longitudinally polarized virtual photon,
The LCWF for diagram (b) shown in Fig. 9 can be now easily obtained by using the symmetry between the diagrams (a) and (b) (i.e. by making the substitution z ↔ 1 − z and p → −p simultaneously) as
B. Transverse photons
Next we calculate the LCWFs for diagrams (c) and (d) shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Since there is a lot of symmetry between these it makes sense to present the result for the sum of the two.
For diagram (c), with kinematical variables as in Fig. 10 , the LCWF can be cast in the following form
where the gluon emission and absorption vertices are given by Eqs. (8) and (10) and the photon vertex by Eq. (65). The phase space measure simplifies to The LC energy denominators are given by
where the coefficients M are given by
For diagram (d), with kinematical variables as in Fig. 11 , the LCWF is The phase space measure simplifies to
(87) and the LC energy denominators are given by
Now one first performs the transverse momentum integrals using the results in Appendix B, then performs the numerator helicity sums as described in Sec. II C and finally integrates over the longitudinal momentum fraction regulating the soft divergences by a cutoff α. The result for the sum of the diagrams (c) and (d) simlifies to
where the coefficients C and Γ are given by
The sum of two dilogarithm functions above can be simplified by applying the identity
In principle one also has to compute the instantaneous vertex correction diagrams shown in Fig. 12 . These however vanish in dimensional regularization. This is easiest to see by taking as the integration variable the natural momentum The momentum fraction of the gluon emission is k + /k + = z /(1 − z + z ) and gluon absorption k + /p + = z /z. The natural momentum for the gluon emission is h = k − (z /(1 − z + z ))k and for the gluon absorption m = k − (z /z)p. In order to use m as the integration variable we need to know that h = (
of the only non-instantantaneous vertex in the diagram, in which case this vertex and consequently the whole transvere momentum integrand are linear in the integration variable [35] .
Adding the one-loop quark self-energy corrections in Eqs. (75) and (78) together with Eq. (91), we get the expression for the full one-loop corrected LCWF for γ * T →computed in the FDH scheme
For comparison the full result computed in the CDR scheme [29] and [34] is
where the additional factor 1/2 is the scheme dependent part of the CDR scheme calculation.
C. Longitudinal photons
For diagram (e), with kinematical variables as in Fig. 13 , the LCWF can be cast in the following form
where the gluon emission and absorption vertices are given by Eqs. and gluon absorption k + /p + = z /(1 − z). The natural momentum for the gluon emission is h = k − (z /(z + z ))k and for the gluon absorption m = k + (z /(1 − z))p. In order to use m as the integration variable we need to know that
measure (82). Adding everything together and summing over the colors we get
with the mass scales M 
For diagram (f), with kinematical variables as in Fig. 14 , the LCWF is
where the phase space measure is the same as in Eq. (87) for diagram (d), as are the energy denominators in Eq. (88). Putting everything together and summing over the colors gives
.
with M 
15: Instantaneous gluon diagram (g) contributing to the qq-component of the longitudinal virtual photon wave function at NLO with energy denominators and kinematics. Momentum conservation: q = k + k and q = p + p . The longitudinal momentum fractions for quark and anti-quark are parametrized as p + = zq + and p + = (1 − z)q + , and k + = z q + and
The longitudinal momentum fraction of the virtual photon splitting into adipole is k
For the longitudinal photon there is only one instantaneous diagram, (g) shown in Fig. 15 , contributing to the γ * L →LCWF at one-loop level. It is given by
where the instantaneous vertex I (4) is given by Eq. (37). The phase space measure simplifies to
and the LC energy denominators are
The instantaneous vertex I (4) simplifies to
Now adding the results from diagrams (e), (f) and (g) together, we get for the full vertex correction
where the coefficient Γ L has the same expression as in Eq. (93). Finally, adding the one-loop quark self energy corrections Eqs. (77) and (79) to (108) we get the full expression for one-loop corrected LCWF for γ * L →in the FDH scheme
where 
The momentum fraction of the transverse virtual photon splitting into a quark anti-quark dipole is k + /q + = z 1 + z 2 , and the natural momentum is k = −p . The momentum fraction of the gluon emission is k + /k + = z 2 /(z 1 + z 2 ), and the natural momenta for the gluon emission vertex is m ≡ k − (z 2 /(z 1 + z 2 ))k = k + (z 2 /(z 1 + z 2 ))p . Note that the momentum fractions are related to each other via relation 
The natural momentum fraction of the transverse virtual photon splitting into a quark anti-quark dipole is p + /q + = z 1 , and the momentum fraction is p. The momentum fraction of the gluon emission is k
, and the natural momenta for the gluon emission vertex
Note that the momentum fractions are related to each other via relation
Again for comparison the full result computed in CDR scheme [29] and [34] is
where the only difference is the term 1/2, which was identified as a scheme dependent part in the CDR calculation.
VI. WAVE FUNCTIONS FOR GLUON EMISSION
We then move to the wave functions for quark-antiquark-gluon contributions, needed for real emission contributions to the cross section. Here all the vertices can be, in the FDH scheme, evaluated directly in d s = 4 dimensions.
A. Transverse photon
For transverse photons, we need to calculate the diagrams (h)-(k) shown in Figs. 16, 17, 18 and 19 . The LCWF for diagram (h) in Fig. 16 can be written as 
where the vertex A γ * T λ;h,−h (k , z 1 + z 2 ) for a transverse photon splitting into a quark antiquark dipole is defined in Eq. (65) and the gluon emission vertex V β;α,a h;σ,h (m, z 2 /(z 1 + z 2 )) from a quark is given by Eq. (6). The phase space measure simplifies to
and the LC energy denominators are given by
Using Eqs. (113) and (114) as well as the expression for the vertices, we find
Similarly, the LCWF for diagram (i) is given by
where the gluon emission vertex V α;β,a −h;σ,−h (l, z 2 /(z 2 + z 3 )) from an anti-quark is given by Eq. (10). The phase space measure simplifies to
Putting everything together we obtain
The LCWF for the instantaneous diagram (j) shown in Fig. 18 is given by
where the matrix element for the instantaneous interaction is defined in Eq. (41), and the LC energy denominator is given by Eq. (114) with m = k + (z 2 /(z 1 + z 2 ))p and
Similarly, the LCWF for (k) shown in Fig. (19) is given by
where the matrix element for the instantaneous interaction is defined in Eq. (39) , and the LC energy denominator is given by Eq. (119) with l = k + (z 2 /(z 2 + z 3 ))p and
Finally, adding the results in Eqs. (116), (121), (122) and (124) together, we obtain the full tree level contribution to qqg-component of the transverse virtual photon wave function 
The momentum fraction of the virtual photon splitting into a quark anti-quark dipole is k + /q + = z 1 + z 2 and the momentum fraction of the gluon emission is k + /k + = z 2 /(z 1 + z 2 ). The natural momenta for the gluon emission vertex is m ≡ k−(z 2 /(z 1 +z 2 ))k = k+(z 2 /(z 1 +z 2 ))p . Note that the momentum fractions are related to each other via relation z 1 + z 2 + z 3 = 1. 
The momentum fraction of the virtual photon splitting into a quark anti-quark dipole is p + /q + = z 1 and the momentum fraction of the gluon emission is k
where we have introduced the following notation:
B. Longitudinal photon
For gluon emission from a longitudinal photon state, we calculate the diagrams (l) and (m) shown in Figs. (20) and (21) contributing to the qqg-component of the longitudinal virtual photon wave function at NLO. There are no instantaneous diagrams to consider, because strictly speaking the longitudinal photon itself is a part of an instantaneous interaction with the emitting electron.
The LCWF for diagram (l) is given by 
Similarly, the LCWF for diagram (m) can be written as
where the phase space measure and LC energy denominators are given in Eqs. (118) and (119). Putting everything together we obtain
Finally, summing the contributions in Eqs. (132) and (135) together we get
where we have defined
VII. NLO DIS CROSS SECTION
As explained in Sec. III, in order to calculate the DIS cross section we first need to Fourier transform the final momentum space expressions of the transverse and longitudinal virtual photon LCWFs to mixed space. Because of the simple algebraic structure, we will first consider the longitudinal virtual photon case.
A. Longitudinal photon
According to Eq. (54), the mixed space expression for the qq-component of the longitudinal virtual photon amplitude computed in the FDH scheme at NLO accuracy can be written as
where the two particle plus momentum phase space factor, PS + (2) , defined in Eq. (56) is given by
The transverse Fourier transformed LO and NLO light cone wave functions for longitudinal virtual photon in the mixed space are given by
with r xy ≡ x − y. Using Eq. (68) together with Eq. (C4) we get
Correspondingly, using Eqs. (109), (C4) and (C5) gives
where the NLO kernel for longitudinal virtual photon written in the mixed space reads
Note again that in the CDR scheme (see [30] ) there is an extra factor of 1/2 in the expression of NLO kernel defined in Eq. (145), which is the scheme dependent part of the one-loop computation of longitudinal virtual photon LCWF. Next, operating on the amplitude in Eq. (140) with the eikonal scattering operator (1 −Ŝ E ) and finally squaring the expression and simplifying the color algebra as in Eq. (D4) we find
where we have summed over the helicity and color, introduced the fine structure constants α s = g 2 r /4π and α em = e 2 /4π and the notation
Similarly, using Eqs. (55), (56), and (137) the mixed space expression for the qqg-component of the longitudinal virtual photon amplitude computed in the FDH scheme at NLO accuracy simplifies to
where we have denoted by
the integral over the gluon phase space, which must be done in d dimensional spacetime. The quark and antiquark are "observed" particles in the FDH scheme, and thus the integrals over x, y can be kept in 2 dimensions, simplifying the final state phase space integrations. The three particle plus momentum phase space factor, PS + (3) , is given by
Here we have defined the function I i (b, r, Q 2 , ω) as
and introduced the notation
The evaluation of the integral defined in Eq. (152) is outlined in Appendix C, leading to
Unfortunately, the remaining u-integral in Eq. (154) can not be done analytically for arbitrary dimension d. In order to proceed further, we first square the amplitude in Eq. (148) with the operator
The color algebra is written out in detail in Appendix D. Using the result Eq. (D6) from the appendix we obtain
where the function Θ is given by
and S xyz is defined as
It is important that S xyz must satisfy the condition S xyz → S xy , when z → x or z → y. This guarantees that the UV divergence in the real and virtual corrections has the same color structure from the target side, and can thus cancel between the contributions. Performing the sum over the d s -dimensional gluon transverse polarization vectors and making some algebra Eq. (157) simplifies to
where we have taken the limit d s → 4 and defined the function J as
Now equation (156) can be expressed in a more compact form by introducing the notation
Thus we obtain the following expression
In Eq. (164), the first and second term are UV-divergent when z → x and z → y, respectively. The third (cross) term is UV-finite and thus one can immediately take the limit d → 4. In order to make the UV subtraction between the real qqg-component and the virtual qq-term (which has an explicit 1/ε) we must add and subtract a term to make this cancellation manifest. Ideally we would subtract from Eq. (164) an the same expression with the Wilson line structure 1 − S xyz replaced by its UV limit 1 − S xy . This is, however not possible analytically since we have not been able to find an analytical expression for the required integral (160). However, there is no unique choice for the subtraction term. Indeed, since the only requirement for the subtraction is that the UV divergence needs to cancel, it is sufficient for the subtraction to approximate J (b 2 , r 2 , Q 2 , ω) by any function that has the same value in the UV limit r 2 → 0 (for any d). Here we find it convenient to use the UV approximation
for which
A natural way to think of this expression is that in the u-integral (160) the exponential sets u ∼ b 2 . Our approximation
2 ξ which (a) is independent of u, allowing for an analytical calculation of the u-integral, (b) has the same value in the UV limit r → 0 and (c) is also good and smooth approximation for large r 2 . The choice of the constant ξ is somewhat arbitrary, here we adopt the value ξ = e γ E that leads to simpler expressions in the following. Our choice is slightly different than that of [30] concerning point (c) above; this difference is discussed in Appendix E.
Using our choice of J | UV we now define the UV-subtraction terms as
Performing the subtraction
we can split the result into UV-finite terms and a divergent one as
The UV-finite part simplifies to
with z 3 = 1 − z 1 − z 2 and
Here the coefficients for the Q's and ω's are given by Eqs. (133) and (136). The arguments of the Bessel functions in Eq. (170) can be expressed in a more compact form by noting that
In the UV-divergent term one can now analytically perform the z-integral and the z 2 -integral, which results in
This expression precisely cancels the term in square brackets in Eq. (145). After this cancellation we can write the total cross section for longitudinal virtual photon at NLO accuracy as a sum of two finite terms
where the finite contribution to the cross section coming from the qq-component is
and the subtracted qqg-component
Now that these expressions are UV finite, all the coordinate integrals can be performed in 2 transverse dimensions.
Here we should emphasize that the scheme dependent UV contribution in Eq. (174) precisely cancels the scheme dependent UV part obtained in Eq. (146), and the remaining finite contribution in Eq. (146) leads to the scheme independent final result for qq-part in Eq. (176). We have confirmed both analytically and also numerically that our final results for the cross section in Eq. (176) and Eq. (177) agree with those of G. Beuf [30] .
In addition, we should note that in the z 2 → 0 limit the part inside the curly brackets in Eq. (177) 
which is recognized as the leading order wave function times the r.h.s. of the BK equation (or the first equation in the Balitsky hierarchy). Note that it is precisely to achieve the cancellation Eq. (179) and thus to obtain the conventional BK equation that we chose the constant ξ (see Eq. (165)) to have the value e γ E . Thus we see that the z 2 -integral exhibits a small-x divergence that must be absorbed into a renormalization group evolution of the target, and that this can be done using the BK equation e.g. similarly as is done in [31] .
B. Transverse photon
Let us then consider the case of transverse virtual photon. Similarly as in the longitudinal photon case, the mixed space expression for the qq-component of the transverse virtual photon amplitude computed in the FHD scheme at NLO accuracy is given by
Here the factor PS + (2) is given in Eq. (141), and the transverse Fourier transformed LO and NLO LCWF's for transverse virtual photon in the mixed space can be written as
The momentum space expressions for the LO and NLO wave functions are given in Eqs. (65) and (95), respectively. Using the result given in Eqs. (C4), (C6) and (C7) we obtain for the LO part
and similarly for the NLO part
where the NLO kernel in the FDH scheme simplifies to
Note that after the Fourier transform to mixed space (but not before), the NLO correction K γ * T for transverse photons is the same one as for the longitudinal ones in Eq. (145). Squaring the LCWF in Eq. (181) (summed over the helicity) together with the eikonal scattering operator (1 −Ŝ E ) we find the final (unsubtracted) result for thepart of the cross section as
The mixed space expression for the qqg-component of the transverse virtual photon amplitude computed in the FDH scheme at NLO accuracy is given by
where PS + (3) is given in Eq. (150), and from Eq. (126) the NLO expression of transverse virtual photon LCWF in the mixed space simplifies to
Similarly as in the case of longitudinal photon, we have introduced the notation
Squaring the amplitude in Eq. (187) with the eikonal operator (1 −Ŝ E ), and using the result Eq. (D6) we get
Here, following the same notation as in section VII A, we have defined the function Θ as
which corresponds to the full qqg-sector wave function (see Eq. (188)) squared and summed over the gluon and photon polarization vectors. The expression in (192) can be simplified further by introducing the notation
where the individual terms coming from the wave function squared are given by
and the possible cross terms: 
This implies that (r xyz · r xyz )(r 
and, similarly as in the longitudinal case, we have defined the function
Now the UV divergences in the Θ (h) and Θ (i) terms can be subtracted in the same way as in the longitudinal photon case. Introducing the subtraction terms 
and performing the change of variables n = m − xr gives I (r3) (r,p,q; M 1 , M 2 ) = (4π) 1 0 dx n (n + xr) i (n + xr −p) i (n + xr −q)
Upon the integration over transverse momentum n the numerator simplifies to (n + xr) i (n + xr −p) j (n + xr −q) k = n 
where the linear and cubic terms in n goes to zero in dimensional regularization framework. Performing the transverse integrals over n with standard momentum integrals that we have listed in [35] , and expanding in power of ε we obtain 
where the UV-divergent part of the integrals becomes 
Longitudinally polarized photon
In order to compute the vertex corrections for the longitudinally polarized virtual photon one must evaluate the following rank-2 (r2) tensor integral = −r ipj . The remaining integrals over x are straighforward to perform, but yield complicated expressions that we will not write out here.
Appendix C: Transverse Fourier Integrals
In this appendix, we present the integrals that are needed to calculate the Fourier transformed LCWF's for transverse and longitudinal virtual photon in the mixed space up to NLO. The Fourier transform momentum integrals obtained in this paper can be computed by applying the Schwinger parametrization 
In addition, we also need the integrals (see derivation in [29] 
where Ψ 0 (x) is the digamma function with Ψ 0 (1) = −γ E , and 
where the first term corresponds to the desired UV divergence in the limit x 20 → 0 and the second term is added in order to cancel the IR divergence introduced by the first term. We use here the notations of [30] , which are related to ours by x 0 → x, x 1 → y, x 2 → z and x 02 → r xz etc. Using x 21 = x 20 + x 01 and x 
Note that this result is valid when ε < 0. Thus one has to analytically continue this to ε > 0 and the result is
with the coefficients
Finally, the interference term between radiative diagrams (h) and (i) can be cast in the following form 2 e (h)(i) * = 2 4(2π)
